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Keys Solutions under I/O Sense Platform

Energy Management

Customized OEM Suite

Monitor and analyse your energy meters,
bus bars, transformers to optimize
equipment efficiency, penalties, T&D
losses and power quality

Leverage existing platform and co-develop
digital solution for your product line to
enhance your customer experience


Water Management

Ambient Monitoring

OEM

Smartly monitor and manage your water
infrastructure by monitoring flow meters,
level sensor, pumps, pressure sensor etc.

Monitor the ambient temperature and
humidity for the controller room
environments like server rooms, meeting
rooms, cold storages etc.

Condition Monitoring

Steam Trap Diagnostics

Monitor and diagnose the vibration level,
velocity and FFT to enable preventive
maintenance for your critical equipment


Smart analytics to predict the various
failures in steam traps like blow through,
plugged, rapid cycling, flooded etc.

HVAC Optimization

Automated Metering

Digitize your machine sensors, create
digital twins and use a smart analytics
library to get insights on health,
performance and maintenance

Smarty digitize your energy, water and gas
meters by connecting them to I/O Sense
MDAS system


Machine Optimization

Fleet Management

Digitize your machine sensors, create
digital twins and use a smart analytics
library to get insights on health,
performance and maintenance

Monitor the location, fuel and condition of
your critical fleet to ensure optimized cost
for operation and performance

Features that are Smartly
Combined to Curate a
Strong Deliverable



Device Management
Monitor and analyse real time data, configurations,
connectivity, trends and diagnostic of any sensor,
controller, machine, meter parameters by digitally
onboarding to the platform and scale it by adding
replicas
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Configurable Alerts
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Smart configurable alerts on real time data, daily
resource consumption, time-based notification.
Define the alert message, stakeholders and
escalations to enable smart response. Alerts are
available in the form of SMS and Emails

Automation Engine
Smart and configurable time based or condition
based physical control of any asset. Enable control
and protections of your asset by automating your
response to alerts
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Reports Engine
Basic & customized reports available in excel and
pdf format. Report logging system shows the list
of previously generated report smart schedulers
to send reports automatically to configured
stakeholders. Drag and drop graphical report
download
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Analytics Compute
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Smart platform to drive artificial intelligence, big
data and machine learning. Prebaked modules
ready to confire to unfold the power of AI and
predictive maintenance

Drag and Drop Dashboards
Smart tool to help you create numerous
dashboards. Leverage 30+ analytics widgets to
create multiple dashboards and analytics.
Compare trends, tables, histogram, pie-charts etc.

Admin Panel
07

Smart panel to help you create IoT user accounts,
manage connected devices, provide feature
access, create multiple organisations
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All Ingredients that Enables 

I/O Sense to Smartly 

Accelerate your Digital Roadmap


Connect Anything
Multiple protocol capability to connect any
sensor, controller, asset, software or system.
The system supports Modbus, Ethernet IP,
Bacnet, TCP, MQTT, Profinet, IEC 61850,
HTTP, HTTPS, FTP, DLMS

Scalability
Powerful design to help you connect any
millions of different devices to the platform
and scalably expand to connect more and
more infrastructure into multiple applications

Secure
Top security protocols implemented for the
network, servers, edge & application. SSL and
TLS certifications, AES 265-bit encryption all
latest technologies implemented to provide a
secure data experience

Configurable
Use configurable features to create your own
analytics, alerts, dashboards, reports,
hierarchy, access rights on the platform

Customizability
A platform that will cater to all the
infrastructure needs from day 1 and also
allowing to build on top of that with
application specific and custom reports,
alerts, interface, dashboards and replicas

Re-Branding
Allowing the owners to contribute and even
rebrand the platform to make it their very
own platform

Actionable Analytics
The platform provides matured and
automated diagnostics for several
applications like energy management, steam
optimization, water management, vibration
diagnostics, HVAC optimization

API Integration
Providing API infrastructure to share the data,
files and analytics

Flexible Hosting
Providing opportunity for users to host it on
premise, on common cloud or private cloud.
Thus, your valuable data will stay within your
boundaries

Progressive Web Application
The platform smartly scales when opened on
phone, laptop, tab or a giant screen

Optimized User Experience
Smart architecture and modern technologies
combined to handle millions of data and
provide a fast response to any feature user
thereby improving the data consumption and
adaption

